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Oxygen Cylinders Used For Covid-19 in Ajmer - India (9)
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Heavy Police security during workers sort oxygen cylinders used for Covid-19 coronavirus patients at a facility in Ajmer, India on April 26, 2021. Photo by Himanshu Sharma/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Heavy Police security during workers sort oxygen cylinders used for Covid-19 coronavirus patients at a facility in Ajmer, India on April 26, 2021. Photo by Himanshu Sharma/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Heavy Police security during workers sort oxygen cylinders used for Covid-19 coronavirus patients at a facility in Ajmer, India on April 26, 2021. Photo by Himanshu Sharma/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Heavy Police security during workers sort oxygen cylinders used for Covid-19 coronavirus patients at a facility in Ajmer, India on April 26, 2021. Photo by Himanshu Sharma/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Heavy Police security during workers sort oxygen cylinders used for Covid-19 coronavirus patients at a facility in Ajmer, India on April 26, 2021. Photo by Himanshu Sharma/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Heavy Police security during workers sort oxygen cylinders used for Covid-19 coronavirus patients at a facility in Ajmer, India on April 26, 2021. Photo by Himanshu Sharma/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Heavy Police security during workers sort oxygen cylinders used for Covid-19 coronavirus patients at a facility in Ajmer, India on April 26, 2021. Photo by Himanshu Sharma/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Heavy Police security during workers sort oxygen cylinders used for Covid-19 coronavirus patients at a facility in Ajmer, India on April 26, 2021. Photo by Himanshu Sharma/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Heavy Police security during workers sort oxygen cylinders used for Covid-19 coronavirus patients at a facility in Ajmer, India on April 26, 2021. Photo by Himanshu Sharma/ABACAPRESS.COM
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